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A gift she will use every day 
of the 365—A HOME FREEZER 
Kelvinator Home Freezer model FR-6 

This handsome model holds more than 210 
pounds of frozen foods, actual size 6.04 cubic 
feet ... a temperature confrol permits ad- 
justment to higher or lower temperatures. 
This model is welded of one-piece sealed steel 
exterior with bright chrome recessed lid lift, 
that fits hands—makes lifting of lid very 
easy. Yes, this model will let you buy food 
for weeks at a time and keep 
it fresh — even freezes pies, S^IQ.95 
cakes, pastries and bread- JL* I 27 

GE Home Freezer Model N.A.-8.F 
The economy, freezing efficiency, perform- 
ance and life of the home freezer you select 
depend entirely on what is built into it—and 
this G. E. has been built by men with many 
years of experience in this field. This model 
is beautifully proportioned and balanced 
throughout competent to handle the re- 

sponsibility of freezing foods and keeping 
them frozen and do it un- 

failingly, year after year. The 
capacity is 280 pounds of $TIQ 
frozen foods_ J I 

This Year Make Your Christmas 
House-Gifts ELECTRICAL 

Here are 9 new-mirades that help remove the "drudge" from drudgery . 

very nearly make a Christmas-holiday of every day. They have a care for your 
budget, too save tomorrow's time, energy therefore your pennies. 
Come choose from our Gift-crammed collection. 

W&L—Electrical Appliances, Down Stairs Store 
. 

Osterizer Liquefier and Blender makes 
scores of new dishes from leftovers, fresh 
fruit drinks. With easy-to-remove-and-clean 
glass container, base-threaded to fit any 
stand or fruit jar — $34.95 
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General Mills Iron—Right or left-handed. 
1,100 watts, AC only. Large ironing surface, 
fabric-calibrated, fingertip-control dial. 

$12.95 
With Steam Attachment converts into steam 
iron by clamping directly to iron $8.95 

Universal Coffeematic — Completely auto- 
matic coffee-maker—brews 2 cups as effi- i 
ciently as 8—at table. With exclusive ,flavor 
selector to make coffee mild, medium, or 

strong ... ---$24.95 
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Waffle-baker and Sandwich Grill Combina- 
tion. Thermostatically controlled with ex- 

panding hinge for large waffles and sand- 
wiches. Bakes four waffles at once, 29.95 
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G.E. Automatic Waffle Baker. AC only. 
Smartly styled in bright chrome plate. Signal 
light tells when to pour batter and when waf- 
fle is done. 800 watts $17.95 

Proctor Toaster in beautiful chrome plate 
finish, with lucite handles. Toast pops up 
when done. Silent mechanism and thermo- 
stat. Controlled setting *and sliding crumb 

tr°y--$22.50 
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Le John Hoir Dryer. Handy portable hair 
dryer that it easy and convenient to use at 
home. Gives you a blast of hot or cold air 
instantly _ $5.95 
De luxe model comes with stand... $9.95 
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G.E. Sun Bulb. An ideal gift ... to easy 
to use. Tans you like the summer sun 
relieves that aching back rheumatic 
pains. Fits any lamp socket convenient, 
portable _ .$8.50 

Iron-o-mat. New lightweight steam or dry 
iron in stainless steel. Eliminates sprinkling 
and press cloths. Easy to fill, with button con- 
trol in sole plate, right and left thumb rests. 
1,000 watts, AC only..-$15,70 

L . . . colorful cotton rugs ... so simple 

> 
to keep fresh by tubbing ... make 
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Christmas Cheers for Floors 
► 

* COTTON SHAG RUGS BY TUMBLETWIST 
< forever favored for their luxuriously deep pile, brilliant colors washability, and utter good looks in 

any decorating scheme. Large assortment of colors. 

22"x36"_——_$5.95 

24("x48"___$7.95 

36"x60"__—__-$14.95 

48"x72"-$23.75 

6fx9'-$49.50 
9'xl 2'- $99.50 

CHECKER RUGS—textured needletufted of alternating blocks of bullion and ripple loop . 

cotton self-tone in the following shades—cherry, grey, rose, dust, water green, natural. 

2'x4' -----$8.75 

3'x5'____—$17.75 

4'x6'-— --—.—$28.50 

6x9'....$59.75 

WUNDA WEVE RUGS —in wonderful colors for wonderful gifts. In wall-to-wall or scatter 

size. Made of sturdy pre-shrunk long-staple cotton. Available in cherry red, magic blue, dusty rose, 

dove grey, forest green, wood rose, ancient ivory and toupe. 

For the Both room: 
V 

2'x3'__$4.95' 

2'x4'_____$6.95 

•W&L—Ploorcoveringa, Sixth floor 

For. the Bedroom; 

6'x9'-----$47.50 

9'xl2'____$95 
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